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Figure 1: Additional frontalization and de-occlusion results. The first rows are the input images and the second rows are our
results. We crop the results as alignments for input images of facial recognition networks.

1. Dataset for 3D Face Model
In first stage, we train using the occluded face images

synthesized with hand-shape masks. The hand image is ran-
domly transformed with rotation and scaling, and is located
around a point of facial landmark points. To make the prob-
lem more difficult, its color is decided to a mean value of
pixels around the location. We show examples and our train-
ing strategy in Fig 2.

2. Calculating Coarse Occlusion Mask
We describe how to calculate the coarse occlusion mask

M to learnO path or to be used in Swap-R&R. To leverage
texture differences, we compute L2 distance in CIE Lab [4]
color space:

dt =
√
L2 + a2 + b2. (1)

Structure differences are calculated with the product of
contrast and structure in SSIM [5] as follows:
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Figure 2: Training strategy for occlusion-robust 3D face re-
construction.

where σab is the covariance of a and b. σ2
a is the variance of

a. To prevent division by zero, the constant C is added.

Then, dt and ds are normalized with their respective
mean and standard deviation to ignore basic differences be-
tween estimated 3D face and real face images. A coarse oc-
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Figure 3: Comparison of results of Swap-R&R using a
coarse occlusion mask calculated without or with our
method leveraging structural and texture differences. The
first row is resulted only used with maps parsed by BiseNet.

clusion maskM is calculated with normalized zt and zs:

M = ztzs + zt + αzs. (3)

M is normalized and then noises are removed through
median blur. We set values below 0 to 0 and values above 1
to 1, so values above 0 are considered as occlusion. Finally,
we add the regions of eyeglasses and hairs and subtract re-
gions of eyes, using maps parsed by BiseNet [7], which is
the face parsing network. Our method can also detect hairs
and eyeglasses, but it is difficult to find them in cases sim-
ilar to the skin color of the face. We show the results of
Swap-R&R for ablation study on our method in Fig 3. Our
method detects occlusion types that face parsing networks
cannot detect, making Swap-R&R work well.

3. Additional Results
We show more frontalization and de-occlusion results

applied to several datasets, e.g., CelebA-HQ [1], FFHQ [2],
IJB-B [6], and IJB-C [3] in Fig 1 to validate that our method
performs well for in-the-wild images.
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